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INTERAGENCY MEETING ON RADIOLOGICAL PROBLEMS IN THE MARSHALL
ISLANDS OCTOBER 121 1978

At the recent Department of the Interior, “Interagency Meeting
on Radiological Prc,blems in the Marshall Islands” which you
attended with representatives of this Division, a number of
substantive items were discussed. ‘l/ebelieve it would be
informative to enumerate these where commitments were made or
where the items may be the subject of future discussions.

The summary highlights of the spea]~er’s presentations at the
meeting are also enclosed for your information.

The items are:

1. The Northern Narshalls “13 Atoll” radiological survey
now in progress will provide information in early Je.nuary>
1979 on the question of whether any of these islands are
unsafe to inhabit. It was so stated at the meeting. The
comprehensive final dose assessment report will require
nearly 2 years to complete.

2. Radiation dose predictions based upon data from the garden
plot on Eneu Island in Bikini Atoll, will be obtained
through a separate research contract with the Lawrence “
Livermore Laboratory. These predictions were promised in
the January-February 1979 tir,e period.

3. Admiral Robert Monroe, DNA., lmged resolution of the
“coconut planting!’ prob].em in the Northern Islands of the
Enewetak Atoll. The response was that additional work on
characterization of the radioactivity concentration in the
soil of these islands, ncw being cleaned up by DNA, will be
done by the contractors supplying the radiological support.
Additional soil sampling at this time is not considered
necessary. The extensive data reported in NVO-140 and
the radiological data obtained at Bikini Atoll are considered
an adequate basis for making the recommendations fGr coconut
pianting in llnewetak. The High Commissioner of the Trust
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Territory, Adrian Winkel, acknowledged the recommendation
that coconut trees should not be planted in the Northern
Islands of Enewetak at this time. He is aware of the
time schedules for obtaining additional relevant infor-
mation from DOE work at Bikini and Enewetak Atolls and
is not too concerned about the decision to defer planting
coconuts in the northern islands until better data is
available. Planting is being carried out in the southern
islands of the Enewetak Atoll where the radionuclide con-
centrations are known to be low,
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